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Hello, I’m sandy. Exchange student in department of Internal Business from Chiangmai University 

My University life in national dong hwa is one of the most precious time of me. I’m so happy everyday 

by environment of school, everyone in the University and lesson from class. 

At first before I come to Taiwan, I feel nervous a little because I’m the first one student from 

Chiangmai university to exchange at National Dong hwa University (CMU officer said to me). No one 

knows about where I have to go. But OIA help me so much to prepare to be student exchange and the 

student handbook is easy to understand also help me a lot. 

when I live in my country I cannot speak English and Chinese but I really want to catch the chance to 

my life. I want to improve my language skills more and apply scholarship in Taiwan because Taiwan is 

the bilingual country. Now I can speak English and confident much to talk with foreigner. I have a lot 

of friends from another country ex. Taiwanese, Chinese, Indonesia, Hongkong, Korean, Japanese, 

Czech, South Africa, Vietnamese etc.  

 The chance that I got is changing my life. I and Break the wall of language. I prepared so much to 

have interview for getting the scholarship. If I not passed I would be the same student in my country. 

(actually my English grammar still bad the same that mean I need more semester to study!) 

Chinese language skill of me is improving so much because I have Taiwanese and Chinese to be my 

close friends. I took two Chinese class in this semester. The first one is basic Chinese. Before I come 

here I don’t know much about Chinese that its have two version of Chinese language. Taiwan use 

tradition Chinese and its hard more simplify Chinese. 

The second class teach in Chinese only. This class is nature dyeing class. I don’t understand when 



teacher teach but still want to take this class because I’m interested so much. A lot of course in NDHU 

is Interesting but most of them teach in Chinese only. 

In the nature dyeing class, I met good friends and they always help me to understand professor when 

she teach but sometime I still do assignment in the wrong way because not much clear about professor 

wants me to do 

In the end of class I have exhibition from this class too. I never had my exhibition before, it make me 

so happy and have a good experience! 

When I ask another exchange student, they always study 3-4 class but not me. I have 6 class and 

actually I want to choose more but not have seat for me. About language class I have basic Chinese 

and oral English training level 4 to improve my language skill more. Brand management and English 

business is class from my department. The last is my most like part because I love art class. Nature 

dyeing and mixed media creative art is my art class and all of them is the most love of me. 

When I go back I want to keep continue to dyeing cloth with my mother because she wants to try and it 

its good we will start to make small business in my country 

The reason why I choose to be international business student is I didn’t see department like 

communication art. I’m mass communication student in my country. Also in the student exchange 

select department in bachelor degree not much have English class to study. But it’s a good experience 

of me too. Actually I choose minor marketing in my country to study. It make me not much nervous 

and still can study in this department and don’t have problem when study. 

1 semester is not enough for me. I want to exchange one year because I want to study more, improve 

my language skills more and get to know Taiwan more. (sometimes I cried before sleep because I 

don’t want to go back now) 

When I comeback to my country I have to make report in Thai version again for another student who 

wants to exchange at National dong hwa and I will do my best to tell about my happy school life. 

One of funny things in NDHU student life is almost of everyone think that I’m freshmen student but 

actually I’m third years student. Everyone treat me like I’m freshmen it make me feel so much happy 

too. 

 My Volunteer in NDHU is the first impression of me 

They always be kind to me and help me so much all the time in everything. One of volunteer group 

bring me to her house and take me to travel in Taipei. She is really nice to me. In the middle of 

semester I went to travel with Chinese student with their Volunteer and she always be nice to me 

whatever I’m not her buddy group. 

I have a trouble about my roommate one time. My Volunteer and OIA help me suddenly to find 



solution. It make me love school and Taiwanese more. I always recommend my friends in my country 

to travel and study in Taiwan because Taiwanese so nice and most of them can speak English. 

I love life with bicycle so much. When I live in my country I used motorbike in the school but 

sometimes s dangerous and make air pollution. Almost of NDHU student using bicycle also me too. It 

make me  have an exercise in everyday and safe life more. 

The big learning from Taiwan if of me is recycle things. At first I don’t understand how to recycle and 

why Taiwanese concern and take responsibility much to recycle. Its so much good habit to learn. When 

I comeback I still want to keep continues to recycle things for saving the world. 

I have a good habit about plastic waste. I can avoid to use single time plastic from environment of 

school. Only 2 month I have new habit and feel so much good that I know how to avoid plastic. When 

I buy something outside university I still say no for plastic bag and straw.  

Before I come here I never cooking before but after I live in Taiwan in the second month I’m so 

missing my Thai food and it force me to learn cooking. Now I have skill to cook and shopping in the 

market too! 

I’m interesting about politics in Taiwan because my volunteer bring me to politics of Taiwan and china 

exhibition. At first I’m so confusing about relationship between Chinese and Taiwan and I learn what I 

can or cannot say or ask about this topic 

The most place I love in NDHU is library. In the library always have some of good exhibition to show 

and I love movie and book although I can’t read Chinese but still love library of NDHU 

I have something to recommend NDHU for exchange student. I think you have to give school map to 

student exchange and holiday calendar for make them know and plan to do something easy more. Tell 

them about mosquito in Taiwan because its one of big problem of me 

I want to tell more about happiness life in NDHU. Some of my friends ask me to continue study at here 

again but I can’t because I still have to graduate in my country first. 

The proof about how much am I happy is my weight. I got 6-7 kilograms at here. I have to buy new 

cloth but still happy. When I’m so happy I will get fat more and now it’s the most fat of my life that I 

never have too much of weight before. 

I never think about life in NDHU, Taiwan is so much good before. I’m so happy everyday and learn so 

much. Not only in the class but also how to growing up to be a good adult in the future. My experience 

in NDHU will be one of my love part in my life. 

Thanks for giving me a good chance. I will come back to travel again or internship in Taiwan   



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


